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1: Haefely Hipotronics ONYX Electrostatic Discharge Simulator
The resulting travelling-wave simulator (arm and body) is approximately half the size of the original simulator.
Measurements are presented comparing the compact simulator.

The results point at undefined but influential parameters of simulators and the standardized setup used.
Suggestions for possible improve- ments of ESD test standards are given. A calculation method for the ESD
current is provided. This method includes an arc model. By calculation it is shown under which circumstances
human ESD currents come close to the standardized waveform of simulators. The main requirement
simulators have to fulfill is the short circuit current waveform. Hewlett Packard, Foothills Blvd. These
problems may be caused by one or many of the following reasons: The-parameters used to specify the
disturbance may not be the ones which determine the severeness. Important parameters may be missing.
Transient fields vary in spite of similar waveforms for different commercial simulators Additional parameters
may need to be considered for simulators. The ground strap position influences test results [12, Test methods
may be insufficient. The susceptibility of cycling computer controlled EUTs is time dependent. A large
number of ESDs is needed to achieve reliable test results. A statistical approach to calculate the achieved
reliability is discussed in 13, Test setups used to measure simulator parameters may be inaccurate. Impulse
response of current targets and field sensors, possible nonlinearity of sensors and attenuators and limited
oscilloscope bandwidths may impair the accuracy significantly [15]. To solve the repeatability problem, in
depth analysis of ESD as a source of distur- bances is needed. In an earlier paper [9], arc models for ESD, a
method to calculate the fastest possible risetimes, numerically computed transient field data and some
measured transient field data were published. A method to calculate the actual waveform is given in the
Section 2. Section 2 treats the transient fields of human ESD and the parameters which determine the transient
fields of simulators. A description of the measurement setup is given in Section 4. How does the ESD current
waveform look in reality? The IEC waveform is just a very general image of the many possible ESDs and
comprises effects caused by the arc with effects caused by the discharging human. To question the IEC current
waveform, it is important to understand the real event. The severest form of an ESD of a human will take
place if the arc originates from a piece of metal e. The current is influenced by: The actual arc length values
depend on the voltage that determines the static breakdown distance and the reduction of the gap distance
caused by the combined influence of statistical time lag and speed of approach Due to the dominating
influence of humidity on the time lag [9. The discharge process will be separated into effects caused by the arc
and effects due to the object. To reach a better understanding of the actual waveform it is necessary to
calculate it. This can be done in two ways. Direct calculation of the discharge current The impedance of the
object at the point of discharge can be measured using reflection coefficient measurement. A typical result is
shown in Fig. Such a behavior can be approximated by a lossy capacitance with R and C connected in series.
Above MHz the impedance depends on the size of the metal piece and the bending of the arm. The impedance
values between MHz and 3 GHz range from approximately 50 to fL If the body is regarded as a linear system,
the FFT or some related algorithm will calculate the impulse response. Convolution with a step function
provides the wanted step response, i. As shown in Fig. The good match verifies the assumption of linearity.
The measurements showed that nonlineari- ties of the current conduction in the body are insignificant if a hand
held metal part is used. For a direct contact between the finger and the directional coupler port, significant
nonlinearity were observed. The method can only be used for hand-metal ESD. The calculated current reaches
a peak value of 11 A; the measured current 8 A. The difference is probably a result of the different bandwidths
and the nonideally switching arc. No arc length measurement was done. The calculation model replaces the
arc by an ideal switch. The influence of the arc on the rising edge is not modelled this way. The rising edge of
the calculated step response is an artefact caused by the limited impedance measurement bandwidth. In
contrast to the IEC waveform no second maximum according to the standard approximately ns later than the
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initial peakl was ever measured. It seems questionable if the standardized second maximum is realistic.
Measured impedance seen from the point of discharge of a cm tall person holding a piece of metal with 8 mm
diameter and a length of 63 mm compared with the impedance of the identified network. The current sensor
was replaced by a directional coupler connected to the impedance analyzer. The phase reference plane was set
at the surface of the ground plane by calibration. Discharge current of a human holding a 5 cm key at 1 kV,
arm bent. Measured current using 1 GHz bandwidth Tek.: Approximation of the high frequency behavior of a
hand held piece of metal by a conical TEM-line. Literature data [, 20] and a physical model support these
results. Due to the high permittivity and conductivity [21] and the shortness of the hand, the hand can be
approximated by a lossless conical transmission line as shown in Fig. A cone supports a TEM wave, i. In
reality the peak values will depend on the arc resistance, i. Calculation of the discharge current by parameter
identification As well as the method mentioned above this method is based on impedance measurement. But it
offers the advantages of easier physical interpretation and of modelling the arc. D , it can be used to calculate
the discharge current. The equivalent circuit can be obtained by identifying the parameters of a given circuit.
The equivalent circuit used for the parameter identification is shown in Fig. The first part of the waveform is
caused by the discharge of the hand and the metal piece. Resistor R2 and capacitor C3 it is not necessary in
every equivalent circuit influence the termination of the TEM-line, thus the part of the waveform just after the
initial peak. A catalogue of equivalent circuit elements for the discharge of humans for different sized metal
pieces and arm positions is listed in Appendix B. To include the arc the equivalent circuit can be connected to
a DC-source by a time depending arc-resistance. The time dependence can be calculated by the Rompe and
Weizel model and the electron avalanche model due to Mesyats [9]. Influence of the size of the hand metal
piece The size of the metal piece has a strong influence on the peak current. Results for two extreme cases are
shown in Table I. Equivalent circuit used for the calculation of the discharge current of a human. Component
values are given in Appendix B. Calculated discharge currents of a human through a pair of tweezers for 5 kV
and arc lengths of 0. The bandwidth was limited to 2 GHz. The calculation was done using the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. Table 1 Calculated peak discharge currents as a function of arc length for the ESD of a
human through a pair of tweezers relatively low peak current due to the thin hand-tweezers structuret and
through a coke can very severe ESD, comparable to furniture ESD. Based on data showing much faster r
isetimes, e. The decis ion on a 0. Us ing the ca lcu lat ion method of Sect ion 2. It is possible to vary the ca lcu
lated r iset ime for constant vo l tage f rom close to zero up to infinity by chang ing the arc length using
realistic and non-real ist ic arc length values. This arc length may not exist in reality. Values of 11ec are given
in Fig. Below 2 kV every actual ESD will rise within 1 ns or even faster. How does this compare to typical
ESDs? Although highly dependent on humidity, surface conditions and speed of approach, a relationship
between arc length and voltage for typical conditions is given in [5]. For low voltages it indicates that the
typical arc length is much shorter than the Paschen value. It approaches the Paschen value at high voltages.
This behavior is quite different from the behavior needed for a constant risetime shown in Fig. Peak current
derivative of simulators As mentioned in the introduction, peak current derivative values often have a
significant influence on the severeness of an ESD impulse. An example is given in Fig. To find a reasonable
value different approaches are possible. The calculation used the model for a cm tall person with a 8 mm
diameter and 63 mm long metal piece see Appendices A and Bt. Using the allowed range of risetime 0. To be
as close as possible to actual ESD the derivative value can be calculated by the method mentioned above.
2: IEC Electrostatic Discharge Simulator - Lisun Group
The resulting travelling-wave simulator (arm and body) is approximately half the size of the original simulator.
Measurements are presented comparing the compact simulator with a previously-designed full-size simulator and with a
human test subject, with regard to arm currents, swept-frequency input impedance, and capacitance.
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3: ESD Simulator ESS-SA/GTRA - NOISE LABORATORY CO.,LTD.
Existing travelling-wave electrostatic discharge (ESD) simulators satisfactorily reproduce the characteristics of a human
discharge but have dimensions comparable to a human subject, so they are.

4: Teseq: NSG ESD SIMULATOR
Transient fields of human ESD with to 1 ns risetime To compare human ESD with simulator ESD the same current
risetime must be used. In Fig. 6 the arc lengths for to 1 ns current risetime are given.

5: ESD: waveform calculation, field and current of human and simulator ESD - [PDF Document]
Read "ESD: waveform calculation, field and current of human and simulator ESD, Journal of Electrostatics" on
DeepDyve, the largest online rental service for scholarly research with thousands of academic publications available at
your fingertips.

6: Electrostatic Discharge Simulator (ESS series) - NOISE LABORATORY CO.,LTD.
Advanced Test Solutions for EMC Ergonomic design and advanced functionality. The pistol-shaped NSG simulator is
designed to sit comfortably in the operator's hand, with current operating conditions constantly displayed and clearly.
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